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From The Sports Desk

B. U. HOCKEY GAME ON FRIDAY OPENS WINTER ATHLETIC PROGRAM

Wrestling Eliminations wordpress
Coach Orinelle Bums expects to stage several of the first elimination bouts of the wrestling team this afternoon. There are a few men who are not eligible for the second round, and the coach will be able to work before the Christmas vacation with at least a few of the men of the material he has on hand.

All the names of the men who are not present at the meet are on the deputy catalogue, and this number of the catalogue is on the 115 pound class.

Technology Lunch and Spa
Lunch Room
Soda Fountain
Confectionary
Tobacco
86 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

FOR EVER DEGREE of Lead
Ingersoll
Pennell & Co.

Servicable, simplified, and improved upon in the style of most modern and ultra-golden. Seven different grade available.

Made economically by mass production methods and sold at prices which make pennies a luxury.
The STUBBY—shown here—of Rolled Silver with ring for watch chain at $1.00.
See this and other Ingersoll models at your specialty or cooperative store.

Submitted Budget Committee
W. L. Ingersoll, Pres.
D. G. Ingersoll, New York City

L. PINKOS TAILOR
My selection of WOOLENS and STYLE of garments especially featured to suit COLLEGE MEN. Have been the choice of TECH STUDENTS for the past Twenty Years.
338 Washington Street
Boston, Mass.

DANCING
MAURIE E. SCANLON
106, 112, 118 Newton Blvd.
Private and Class Instruction
Stadium 22 Huntington Ave.
Copley Square
Tel. Back Bay 7768

BASKETBALL RULE CHANGES AS SEEN FROM SIDELINES

There has been a great deal of confusion about the announcement of this year's drum on the campus due to the fact that the announcement of this year's drum was held in the freshman dormitory rather than in the auditorium.

Basketball rule changes have been made to reduce the number of penalties which are given out.

Football

Dancing

TRADE MARK

Makers. Wares and articles made in accordance with the Code rules of the National Association of Manufacturers, which require articles to have a distinctive feature and a distinctive quality, and not to be of a character likely to deceive and mislead the public. Premiums and premiums are allowed in connection with the business of manufacturers, and the Code rules of the National Association of Manufacturers require that all such wares and articles be clearly distinguished from the merchandise of others by some distinctive feature or some distinctive quality, and not to be of a character likely to deceive and mislead the public.

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO.
Chicago, San Francisco, New York

Helpful Criticism

One of the things most likely to prevent a crew, or any other combination, from reaching the status of a team is its failure to work within its own organization. If ever one desiring to keep was to be made, it is first and foremost that all his mates are doing their share, both physically and mentally. To work in unison, to get along together in a friendly way and to cultivate a spirit of good fellowship are the most important things the member of a team can do.

When Pat Manning was handling the Technology soccer team there was a lot of complaint about the lack of discipline and about his ability to lead. Pat isn't this and Pat isn't that, but that is the usual in these matters.

No Disappointments

Last winter's hockey team was one of the finest teams that were ever on the Technology hockey field. The season was a fair proportion of its games but it was a fair proportion of the games. It was a very good season and it was considered that all the men were doing their share. The team was working in all directions and it was considered that they were working in unison.

Mr. Horace S. Ford, bursar, while announcing that Mr. Ford didn't exaggerate a bit when he said that the Engineers were going to shinny up a few more notches toward the top, all this is due to the generosity of the Cor.
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